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During the month of October, photographic imagery continued to
atrive from NASA and the first MSS digital tape was received on
October 26. The TRI-! cleve loped program used f'or reforma tti ng the
MSS simulation tape for the CDC-6500 computer was modified to .
accomodate the revised format of the bulk MSS ERTS tapes.
The TRW data compression program Was tested using the reformatted
data and several problems appeared that \ileY'e not apparent v!hen using
the simulation tape. None of these probleMs are serious and only
minor program challges are required. These modifications of the program
ere currently being implemented.
During November, the computer program will be tested on many sub-
scenes of the available tape (ERTS E-1025-15103 M) to provide input for
the Data Analysis Plan vfhiGh will be.deliv::red no later than 26 January
1973. During November, m'bre r'1S5 tapes \'1111 be vrdered for the Data
Analysis task. :. - . t,
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